This research article explores a distinct sort of set called ς − Rωgc set described in grill topological spaces. Besides we elucidate their correlation with other sets. Also we study its characterizations and properties with proper examples.
Introduction
Topology plays a vital role in the research field of mathematics. We had many excellent results from the best researchers from this area. The grill topology is one of the components of topology and Choquet was the initiator of this field. Although he invented the concept in 1947, the sector saw a tremendous growth after 2008. As a progression we introduced a new sort of a set called ς − Rωgc set. By relating this with other topological spaces, some beneficial results and a wide variety of applications can be obtained.
Preliminaries
Definition 2.1. [2] A collection ς of non-empty subsets of a topological spaces X is said to be a grill on X if (i) P ∈ ς and P ⊆ Q gives that Q ∈ ς .
(ii) P, Q ⊆ X and P ∪ Q ∈ ς gives that P ∈ ς or Q ∈ ς . Definition 2.2. [15] Let (X, τ, ς ) be a grill topological space we define a mapping Φ : P(X) → P(X) denoted by Φ(P) called the operator associated with the grill ς and the topology τ defined as follows:
Assume ς be a grill on X and define a map Ψ : P(X) → P(X) by Ψ(P) = PUΦ(P) for every P ∈ P(X).
ς − Rωgc-Sets
Definition 3.1. Assume (X, τ) be a topological space, ς be a grill on X. Then a subset P of X is called ς − Rωgc set if Ψ(intP) ⊆ H whenever P ⊆ H and H is ς -regular open in X. Theorem 3.2. Let ς be a grill on a topological space (X, τ). Then for a subset P of X, the succeeding conditions are equivalent:
(d) Ψ(intP)\P Contains no non empty ς -regular closed set of (X, τ, ς ).
(e) ϕ(intP)\P Contains no non empty ς -regular closed set of (X, τ, ς ).
Proof. (a) ⇒ (b) Consider a ς − Rωgc set P then we have Ψ(intP) ⊆ H whenever P ⊆ H and H is ς -regular open in X.
This is a contradiction to x ∈ Ψ(intP).
Thus we get ς -rcl({x} ∩ P) = φ . This proves (c).
Thus we get D ⊆ Ψ(intP) and this is a contradiction to (d). (a) P is τ ς -closed.
gives Ψ(intP)\P is empty. From this we get Ψ(intP)\P is ςregular closed in X.
(c) ⇒ (a) Assume ϕ(intP)\P is ς -regular closed in (X, τ) and P is ς − Rωgc set, and by the above theorem, ϕ(intP)\P contains no non empty ς -regular closed set and so ϕ(intP)\P is empty and this gives ϕ(intA) = A. Thus P is τ ς -closed. Theorem 3.4. Let (X, τ, ς ) be a grill on a topological space and P is ς − Rωgc set. Then the succeeding conditions are equivalent:
\P is ς -regular closed set and P is ς − Rωgc set, then by the above theorem, Ψ(intP)\P is empty so that P is τ ς -closed.
Proof. Let P be any ωg-closed set and H be any ς -regular open set such that P ⊆ H.
Converse isn't true from the following case.
Converse part of the above theorem is not true.
Proof. Consider P be any ς w-closed set, H be any ς -regular open set such that P ⊆ H. We know that ψ(P) ⊆ H.
But ψ(intP) ⊆ ψ(P) ⊆ H. Thus we have P is ς − Rωgc set. Converse is not true from the succeeding case. Here {1, 2} is ς − Rωgc-set but not ς w-closed.
Theorem 3.11. Every ς g-closed set is ς − Rωgc-set.
Proof. Let P be a ς g-closed set and H is any ς -regular open set such that P ⊆ H.
The converse is not true. Here {1, 3} is ς − Rωgc-set but not ς g-closed.
Result 3.13. Let (x, τ) be a topological space and ς be a grill on X. If P is ς − Rωgc -set then ψ(int(P)) is ς − Rωgc-set. This shows that ψ(int(P ∪ Q)) ⊆ H. Therefore P ∪ Q is a ς − Rωgc-set. Theorem 3.19. Assume (X, τ, ς ) be a grill topological space on X and P, Q be the subsets of X such that P ⊆ Q ⊆ τ ς − cl(int(P)). If P is a ς − Rωgc-set, then Q is also a ς − Rωgcset.
Thus τ ς − cl(int(P)) ⊆ H and P ⊆ Q ⊆ τ ς − cl(int(P)) ⊆ H gives τ ς − cl(int(P)) ⊆ τ ς − cl(int(Q)) ⊆ τ G − cl(int(P)).
So τ ς − cl(int(P)) ⊆ H. Therefore Q is a ς − Rωgc-set. Proof. Given that P ⊆ Q ⊆ ψ(intP), then ψ(intQ) ⊆ ψ(ψ(intP)).
This gives ψ(intQ) ⊆ ψ(intP).
Since P ⊆ Q, we have
As P is ς − Rωgc-set then ψ(intP)\P contains no nonempty closed set and also ψ(intQ)\Q contains no non-empty closed set.
Therefore Q is ς − Rωgc-set.
Theorem 3.22. Let (X, τ, ς ) be a grill topological space. Then every τ ς -closed set is ς − Rωgc-set.
Proof. Suppose P is a τ ς -closed set and H is a ς -regular open set containing P. Then ψ(P) = P implies φ (P) ⊆ P. Also ψ(int(P)) ⊆ ψ(P) = P ⊆ H. Therefore P is ς − Rωgc-set.
Theorem 3.23. Let (X, τ, ς ) be a grill topological space and P, Q be subsets of X such that P ⊆ Q ⊆ ψ(intP). If P is ς − Rωgc-set, then P and Q are Rωgc-sets.
Proof.
Thus P and Q are τ ς -dense in itself and hence P and Q are ς − Rωgc-set.
Lemma 3.24. Every closed set in X is ς − Rωgc-set.
Proof. Consider P is a closed set and H is any ς -regular open set in X such that P ⊆ H. Here P is a closed set so that we have cl(P) = P.
Hence P is ς − Rωgc-set.
Lemma 3.25. If P is not an element of a grill set then P is ς − Rωgc-set.
Proof. Assume that P is not an element in grill set then ψ(intP) is empty. This gives P is ς − Rωgc-set. Proof. Let us assume that P is Rωgc-set and H is any ςregular open set in X such that P ⊆ H.
Since P is a Rωgc-set we have cl(int(P)) ⊆ H. Then ψ(intP) ⊆ cl(int(P)) ⊆ H. Hence P is a ς − Rωgc-set. Proof. Consider P being a δ -closed set. So we have P = δ cl(P). Also take a ς -regular open set H in X such that P ⊆ H. This implies that
From this we can say that P is a ς − Rωgcset.
Lemma 3.28. Every g-closed set in X is ς − Rωgc-set.
Proof. Consider P is a g-closed set in X and H is any ςregular open set in X such that P is a subset of H, then cl(P) ⊆ H. Therefore
So P is a ς − Rωgc-set.
Lemma 3.29. Every rg-closed set in X is ς − Rωgc-set.
Proof. Let us take P being a rg-closed set in X and H is any ς -regular open set in X such that P ⊆ H, then cl(P) ⊆ H. Therefore
As a result we get P is a ς − Rωgc-set.
Through the following case we can clearly show that the converse part of the above lemmas is not true. Then (X, τ) is a topological space and ς is a grill on X. Then we can see that {3} is semi closed set, ς -semi closed set, ωα-closed set, αg-closed set but they are not a ς − Rωgc-set. Also in Case 3.6 {1, 2} is ς − Rωgc-set but not αg -closed set in X.
We have learned various fine points about ς − Rωgc-set. After having an extensive argument the following chart illustrates the relationship of this set with other sets that we have studied so far. The indication 1 → 2 shows that set 1 is contained in set 2 and 1 2 shows that sets 1, 2 are distinct. Here R-regular W -weakly, g-generalized, s-semi, c-closed.
Conclusion
This paper has attempted to compare ς − Rωgc sets with more closed sets and with various grill closed sets for pursuing beneficial results. Future research might apply to study the above findings in various spaces.
